Queries submitted by prospective bidders on RFQ No.: UNFPA/NPL/RFQ/17/001
“Production of animated video on MISP

Q 1. I would appreciate if you could provide me some details on the expected 3D video, (what will the video encompass? How detailed would you want it? Etc.) so that we could send you with a clear timeline and a precise quotation.

We will provide a UNFPA video on MISP, based on which the selected bidder will develop suitable characters appropriate to local culture, costumes etc.

Q 2. Is provided storyboard will also include text for the video and narrative or the contractor should produce the narrative?

Yes, we will provide texts.

Q 3. Is there any pictorial guideline or the contractor itself should produce and design the sketch and the process?

We will provide a UNFPA video on MISP, based on which the selected bidder will develop suitable characters appropriate to the local setting.

Q 4. What is the tentative time duration for the project? Which is the main factor for Budget and financial planning?

The total duration is 25 days. On the budget and financial planning, it is up to you to decide based on your experiences & expertise.

Q 5. We would also like to know the information on script, Story, number of Scene and number of characters which are the key points for producing an animation film. So I would be appreciated if you could share key seen of animation for prepare financial proposal.

This video will not be in a typical script format and will not have a voiceover. Having said that, there will be key messages and cool music that will go together with human characters and scenes. While human characters will remain same, scenes will be different.